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I
i. INTRODUCTIONAND SUMMARY
I- +J This report covers Phase A of a 2-phase study conducted by Generali
_ Electric for NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center, under Contract No. NAS-5-27791.J
z Phase A is a tradeoff study for 60 GHz antenna systems applicable to an
| advanced Tracking and Data Acquisition System (TDAS). Phase B will provide! !
i' a conceptual design of a preferred antenna system to be selected by NASA-Td GSFC. In this Phase A report the tradeoff results for four types of antenna
. systems are presented:
t Type B: Reflector/fixed feed (4 candidates)
T Type M: Mechanical scan (4 candidates)
_" Type E: Electronic scan (3 candidates) and
r_
Type H: Hybrid mechanical/electronic scan (I candidate).
The 12 candidate antennas were assessed on the basis of a preliminary
_. design and a performance analysis and then were scored against 15 weighted ;
+ parameters. This proces_ resulted in the ranking of the 12 candidates for
+,, the two applications, namely, for the geostationary TDASonly with a narrow !
field of view and for low orbit user satellites with a wide field of view. ,J
For both a_plications the beam waveguide gimbal/Cassegrain reflector
system (BI) is a clear winner scoring high in several important parameters
such as volume, spacecraft impact, weight, insertion loss and power. There
4_
_, are only two other candidates with the capability of a wide field of view,
+ namely, a system where the RF electronics is mounted on the back of the
L reflector (B2), thereby avoiding lossy RF rotary joints and a conventional
gimbal system employing .multiple (for auto-track error signals) RF rotaryL
joints (B4) where the RF loss must be compensated by a larger antenna aperture.
[
E :'RI_CFI)!N(._I'A¢,;_:P,[:ANKNO,T _'ff._f_D3
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All the other candidates have only a narrow field of view capabillty.
The mechanical scan system (M4) using a fixed feed and fixed paraboloid re-
flector and a flat plate reflector movable by a 2-axis gimbal scores almost
as high as the beam wave£1ide system (BI). In addition to high scores for
insertion loss and power the flat plate reflector system wins out in high
reliability and low development risk--it hcs successfully flown on the MIT
Lincoln Lab LES 8/9 synchronous satellite.
Electronic scan systems pay an exorbitant price in complexity, develop-
ment risk and cost for the feature of beam agility which is not important
for the modest dynamics of the TDASorbital scenario. The other beneficial
feature, namely, inertia free bea_,;scanning cannot outweigh the disadvantages.
During Phasp B a more detailed conceptual design will be performed
for the system to be selected by NASA-GSFC. This design activity will cover
the electrical and mechanical antenna system configuration including antenna
pointing and autotrack, control electronics and the impact on the host space-
craft. An overall perfomance summary will be cnmpiled. The technnlogy
development status will be assessed for three identified topics:
Monopulse Front End .,
Flexible Waveguide
Retary Joints.
A final report will be issued covering Phase A and B results.
NOTE: This Phase A Report also contains General Electric's response to the
comments and questions submitted by NASA-GSFCresulting from their
review of the Phase A Draft Report. General Electric's response
is covered in Appendix F, found in the main part of this report,
as applicable, and as noted.
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2. SCHEDULE AND OVERVIEW
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_' " APPENDIX A
ELECTPnNTrcr^_ ^,,_,,,,"............., _ , L,_,_SYSTEMS
_. I. THE MBA
T
The first considerationfor an MBA design is the choice between a square and
. a triangularmatrix of beams to blanket the coverage solid angle. For the case
I
where only a single resultant beam is r_quired,where the coverage solid angle isI
circular, and where no adaptive nulling is required, the triangularmatrix is the
'' superiorchoice, as the gain at the three beam intersectionis higher thap +hat
-- at the four beam intersectionfor the square matrix. The number of singlet beams
_ required to cover the solid angle that is 26° across is a function of the level
::i i
. _ at which adjacent singlet beams cross each other. A great amount of past effort
._ . has been devoted to optimizingthis cross-over level. If an attempt is made to
._ _. cross the beams at too high a level, the aperture spillover of the feeds, and
i high feed mutual coupling will reduce the singlet gain and the number of beams
•._ (and feeds) per unit solid angle will increase. If the cross-over is chosen at
r,
"_ : too low a level, the composite beams formed by the summing of adjacent beams when
_t
!_ the coverage beam is between singlets will be substantiallyreduced in gain with
t. respect to the singlet beam peaks.
The optimum adjacent beam cross-over level was found to be at approximately
_ the -5.3 dB level with respect to the singlet beam peaks (this level "s used on
!
I- DSCq III MBSs). For this cross-over level the center point of a three beam inter-
(.
seccion _-' ",_.I ,.i dB below a singlet poak. The sum of the three intersecting
m
!: singlets is then -2.3 dB with respect to the peak gain of a single adjacent beam.
The aperture must be designed to accommodate this as 2.3 dB of additionalpeak
I, gain. Two other factors must be considered in sizing the aperture. There will
be a scan loss due to the necessity of placing some of the feed ho,'nsrelatively
far from the aperture focal point (the furthestsinglet will be more than 85 half
',,I_.SCEDI2_GI'_C.LT_BDaNI_ NOT _ILk,It.2I) 8gI _ iNIE,NTIONALLV.BLANI(
I
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power beamwi_ths from the central beam). The amount of scan loss will be a
function o_ _
...... e optics design of the aperture. A Luneberg lens would entail no
scan loss but would be prohibitivelyheavy. A very optimistic estimate of I GB
of scan loss will be used to illustratethat even the best possibleMBA design
will not be cost effective. For this reason tolerance effects will not be con-
sidered. 3ne loss that must be considered is due to the beam forming n_twork
A
(configuredas in Figure l). Two levels of variable power dividers (VPDs) are
requiredwith an insertionloss of l dB per ]evel, and at least 12 levels of
" solid state switches are needed with an insertionloss of 0.2 dB per level.
i
; Thus a loss in the beam forming network of at least 4,4 dB must be assumed. The
aperturemust generatea singlet peak gain of 54+2.3+I+4.4 = 61.7 dB. This
will require an 8 foot aperture for the spill-over levels consistent with -5.3 dB
adjacent beam cross-overs. Each singlet beam will thus have a half power beam-
width of 0.15° as deduced from the aperture diameter.
"; 2
' 0
Figure 2 shows a portion of the coverage solid angle of 531 that results
i
from the 13° half cone arJglerequirementfor the TDAS spacecraft. It can be seen
that each beam must cover a hexagoaal solid angle, the area of which is 12 times
that of the small triangle marked "a" in the figure. The small triangle is a
right triangle with one side equal to half the adjacent beam cross-overwidth
and an acute angle of 33°. The adjacent beam cross-overwidth can be calculated
from the HPBW by assuming a Gaussiar beam (this i_ an accurate assumption nea_
the beam peak). The}_PBWof O,15°leadsto a hexagon of ,0345°2. It would take
approximately15,391 such hexagons to fill the required solid angle (and there-
fore 15,391 feed horns to form as many singlet beams). Each horn is assigned as
a number one, two, or three in accordancewith the pattern sho,vnin the figure
such that no beam is adjacent to one generated by a horn of the same number.
Each of tFe 5130 horns of a common number is connected by a 13 level (some horns
gO
.i
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II utilize 12 levels) binary swit_'_tree to a common port. The three common ports
are then connec=ed by two levels of variable power dividers to a co_on single
i
port as indicated in the figure.
T"
It can be seen that any point in the coverage region is either on a beam
peak, on a line between two beam peaks or is in the area between three beam _aks.
T-
_. Three adjacent singlets are always a one, a two, and a three beam set which can
;- be selected by the proper setting of the binary switch tree to be fed into the
i
*" variable power divider tree. The variable power dividers can be set to provice
a gain maximum at the desired point.
Each hexagonal portion of the coverage region is provided by a feedhorn,
* therefore if it is desired to generate more than one beam from an MBA antenna
.hatcan be aimed to every point in the coverage region, a means of sharing the
_ |. horns must be devise' Two simultaneousbeams can be generatedby employing two
" i orthogonal polarizations(i.e. right and left hand circular). To accomplishthis
an orthomode transducermust be employedwith each feed bern with each of its!
two outputs feeding into a 13 level switch tree followed by a two level variable
t
I power divider tree. An N beam antenna can be provided if each beam uperates ina difftrent frequency band and an N way frequency multiplexeri._connected behind
t
-_ each feed horn followed by N switching and variable power divider trees.
?-
J. It should be noted that 60 GHz ferrite circulator switcheswit. ' 2 dB loss
I" are state-of-the-art,but the reciprocalvariable power dividers in this band
i.. with 1.0 dB of loss do not yet exist.
!i"
I.
iit
= I
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FIGUREI. - MULTIBEAMANTENNABEAMFORMINGNETWORK
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If. THE PHASED ARRAY
To size the phased array design it will be assumed that it is necessary to
' avoid echelon lobes appearing in the coverage solid angle. To make use of all
the availableaperture, an array of square horns in a square matrix will be
evaluated. To avoid spurious lobes the maximum horn spacing is given by:
where)_ is the wavelengthand _"is the maximum scan angle. For S = .425" the
echelon ' De does not appear between-13°and +13° when the beam is in its maximum
scan position. Figure 3 is a computed pattern of a 900 element portion nf the D
. array. The peak edge of coverage gain of this am-,y seen to be 43.57 dB.
; Thus lO,O00 elements would have a worst case scan gain of 54.03 dB if there were
no losses in the feeds and polarizers,and if no redundancyis required. Esti-
mating losses at 0.3 dB and allowing for 5% redundancyrequires an array of
II,236 (I06 x I06) elements. Each element is a square pyramidal homl .14"x .14"x
l." with a half power beamwidthof 27.5° and a peak gain of 16.68 dB. The pattern
L
; computationof Figure 3 was made for a 5 bit phase shifter per horn with _ 0.5
" bit of random phase error. These phase shifters are available at this frequency
with about I. dB of insertionloss but they are of a non-reciprocalferrite de-
sign. Thus the same phase shifter could not be used for both transmitand receive.
Diode phase shifters that are reciprocalwould have at least 3 dB of insertion
loss at 60 GHz. Figure 4 is a block diagram of one element of a design that
would share the feed array and phase shifter between the transmit and receive
functions. The insertionloss of the phase shifter, circulator,and the increased
filter losses in the transmit and receive filters necessary to achieve sufficient
isolationbetween the transmitand receive unit_ is about 3.7 dB. Thus the array
size would have to grow to 26,340 horns to obtain the same performancethat I
F_
I II,235 horns each can achieve in separate transmit and receive arrays, l
!
I ]
,, 94
, l i;
' I
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u_
_' The same methods of achieving multiQle beam operation suggested for the
. _ T- MBA antenna can be used in the phased array, however, the multiple waveguides
_j.
' coming off each horn would generate a complex mechanical interface. In addition,
[, everything except the horns would have to be duplicated for each beam, and if
more than two beams are required, an N way frequency multiplexer must be includ_
0 _ behind each of the more than 26,340 horns (more because the array would have to
-- be increased in size to allow for the insertion loss of the multiple_ars).
_" Multiple beams can be generated from a phased array if each element can
_- be controlled in bath phase and amplitude, hnweve¢, the array gain would then
t !
); have t¢ be shared between the beams, and the number of elements would have to
i i- increase by more than a factor of N for N beams and noth_n_ is gained.
ii.
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[General Electric Space Syctems Division began work on the millimeter-wave beam
I waveguide antennas in early 1982 a_ the result of extensive design trade-offs on, !
milllmeter-wave crosslink a_tenua configurations. The trade-offs were directed
I at finding a low weight, compact and rellab_.e solution to the problem of
providing a gimbaled millimeter wave antenna with a low loss path between the
4. moving feed and critical receiver and transmitter components.
I"
r
I'i Figure 1 shows the configurationofthebeamwaveguideapproach. Thedeslgn
_J
produces a virtual image of the feed in the moving reflector assembly. The beam _,
" t-waveguide path can be •divided functionally into two parts. The tw,, offset
I
[- paraboloids refocus the beam and provide an identical image of the feed horn at
I.
a suitable distance from the actual feed. The refocusing also constrains the !
I beam diameter so that it can be contained inside an enclosure. The back-to-back i
arrangement allows the two paraboloid_ to cancel the sligl,_ distoctions
- i
I introducd by the off set geometry. The two flat mirrors then provide two
opportunities for an axis of ro_ation without distortion or loss. The system,
I" being a guided wave structur_ has low los_, with the two loss mechanisms being
|- spillover and resistive losses on the reflectors. If the mirrors and
i
paraboloids are large enough :nd have a good finish, these effects are very
1 small. The concept is not new and has been in use in ground stations in the
United Sta_es, Japan and Germany for over 9 years. GTE Sylvania, for instance,
has used the system in 19 different installations. T_ble I lists some of the
more important references to the techique in the literature.
I!
,'R_CEDING }'AG_ nEA_K Nfl_ FII'.M_D
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pGeneral Electric Space System Division has d_veloped multlp" _, analytical
computational tools to accurately compute the ¢.f. pattern producd by this feed
arrangement. New computational tools were required because tb_ paraboloids
operate in the near field of the horn and each other.
The primary GE analytical tool for the near field solutions is called SMEPT or
Spherical Mode Expansion and Reconstruction Technique. In this technique the
far field pattern is calculated in terms of spherical modes and then the near
field is reconstructed by a far field to near field transformation. This
technique has been validated by comparing its results to rigorous ,'_vslcal
optics computations. The SMERT technique is very effective, since it takes 5 to
i0 times less computer time than near field physical optics computations. The
SMERT program was used to compute the performance of the beam Cavegulde path
over a range of mirror diameter _, spacings and frequencies. Figure 2 ghows the
definition of terms use-'in the data. The two fls_ mirrors have beon eliminated
from the av _ysis since, if they are sufficently large, they produce a perfect
image. Figure 3 demonstrates the large bandwilth capability of the beam
waveguide system. The term efficiency indicates the percentage of power output
over the power input (0.25dB = 94.4%). Figure 4 shows the effect of parabo!oid
• separation at 60GHz, indicating that a wide variety of geometries can be
b=ndled. Long paths require slightly larger mirrors for the same loss.
From Figure 3 it is apparent that the mounting distance between psraboloids is
not critical. The angular alignment of the flat mirrors also does not affect
efficiency but only presents a bias offset in beam direction The other
alignments are more critical; however, analysis has shown that compared to _he
open "oop pointing accuracy of 0.05 = for the glmbal _echanism they ar,_not as
critical as the bearing and encoder _ _gnments, ::Ylchare required for any of
100
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ithe mechanically scanned alternative configurations.
f
E.perlmental confirmation of the analysis results we,e obtained with the bench
test _onfiguration shown in Figure 5. First, a multJm_de horn was constructed
and tested at 60 GHz. The results of its test e_ the comparison with its
-alculated patterns are sho_,,=,n Figure 6. Second, the horn was mot,,_ted _i, the
beam wavegu_de bench test set up per Fig iro 5 end the output pattern was[ ,measured. This pattern is shown in Figure 7, and over the angle of cassegzaln
sub-reflector illuml, Son the pattern is identical to the horn alone. The[ ,differences between the patterns at wider angles Is due to the fact that th_ ;-
parabolic mirrors _ere not corustrucred to the proper offset distance. Howe_er,|,
these differences exist in the area where the energy sp_lls )vet the ca_segraln
I_ errors s=,_e to i_isensitivity to !
sub-reflector. Theqe illustrate #_e
dimensional tolerances. Figures 8 and _ show the caluzated sum and diffeze_ce
[ ;'pattern at the output of a beam-wa,'eguide cassegrai: syster, _ only
perturbation caused by the beam _aveguide is a slight _ore s_ght s_ifr in one
plane. This represents a stoflc bias erro_ of a small fraction at a beamwia=h
and would not affect system performance.
The technique is very attractive, as shown by the trade-off conducted in this"! ,
study, however, its implementation on s spacecraft program will require a pziot I
! ,demons_ration of the 2erformanc_ of the entire beam wavegulde m_chanism with a I
large Cassegraln reflector, i
!
!
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iI ii LINKBUDGETL ,,
+
!+[ I+
i TransmiL Power PT (dBW)
i'_ TransmitAntennaPk. Gain 54 dBL mi
i_ ) Pointing Loss -0.1 dB :-
i Free Space Loss -221.3 dB (36.6 + 20 log f + 20 lo9 d) i
i Receiver Antenna Gain 54.0 dB
Receiver Pointing Loss .0.1 dB
t +Polarization Loss -0.1 dB (2 dB Axial Ratio) ,.
+
,. Noise Power Dens]ty -198.1 dBW/Hz i
AvailablePr/No (84.5_ PT} JBW/Hz
) Data Rate 50 MBp_ 77 dB
F.b/No@10-7 BER 4.8 (R1/2, K = 7 Viteebi Decoder)
_. Required Pr/No 81.8 dBW/Hz
+" Margin 3 dB i
{ Required Pr/No with Margin a4.8 dBW/Hz _,
I Transmit Power Required - PT 0.3 dEW= 1.07 watts (
I
t
(.
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(_ APPENDIX E
T
MECHANICALLYSCANNED ARRAY ANTENNAS
I
A
_ An additionalconcept that might be considered for this application is a
distributedarray of low power fi:'_dphase elements that is mechanicallyrotated
-
! by a gimbal system to provide beam pointing. The potential advantages o• such
a system include:
{
!. I. Many low power amplifiers instead of a single high power amplifier will
, ease thermal dissipationproblems and allow for graceful gain degrada- ,.
tion as power amplifiersand/or low noise receiversfail.
i 2. High RF losses in the rotary joints can occur at intermediatefrequen-
cies or at low power on transmit, and after the slgnal to noise level
i has been established by low noise amplifiers in the receive chain.t
3. Each element of the _rrav operates on its boresight. No loss _ gain
m.
J
t. due to scan will occur, and higher gain elements can be used without
,. echelon lobes in the coverage solid angle.
_ #or use on TDAS, element beamwidthsof about 15° HPBW, or greater, should
T" be used to prevent high sidelobes in the coverage area. Figure l shows the
pattern of a square array of dual mode conical horns with a HPBW of 15°. The
I" pattern is plotted out to 26° to show sidelobe levels that would be in the
coverage region when the array is mechanicallyscanned to the edge of coverage.
t"
I. Figure 2 is a patterr of 30° HPBW horns. It can be seen from these two pattern_
that although ech_lon lobes can be avoided in the coverage ar,gle by not phas_
}_ scanning the elements, if hiah _idelobes are to be avoided as well, the _ama
array constraintswlil a;ply as for the phased array design.
The same array configurationdescribed in Appendix A would be a represen-
tative approach. Tw_ advantage: will result from not scanning electronically.
E
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I First, no phase shifters a,'cre,_,,ired,thus saving approximately3 dB of inser-
tion loss. Second, operation on the element beam peaks results in an almost
2._ dB increasein element gain. As a result, the number of elements can be
reduced from more than 26,000 to just under 8,000.
This system becomes, in effect, a pallet mounted design includingthe
thermal and weight problems in which the two advantages above must be traded off
against a 8,000:I transmitcorporate feed, 8,000 solid state transmitters,8,000
transmit-receivediplexers,8,000 circularly polarizedhorns, 8,000 low noise
receive front ends, a 8,000:I corporate summing network and the fact that the
ff
receive summing network must provide fnr angle tracking as well.
i
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APPEMDTXF
i GENERAL ELECTRIC RESPONSE TO NASA GSFC COMMENTS
AND QUESTIONS RELATENGTO THE PHASE & DRAFT REPORT
[
On May 14, 1984 NASA-GSFC submitted comments and questions based ontheir review of the General Electric Phase & Draft Report. This Appendix F
contains General Electrtc's response to these comments and questions in the
same format as submitteC by N_A-GSFC. Where applicable, the response has
r
been included as a correction in the main part of this report, as noted.
Clq: Comment or question by NkSA-GSFC
R : Response by General Electric
E Report Page General Electric Response to Comments
No. and Questions by NASA-GSPC
1 C: Include numbers.page
R: Now included in final Phase A Report.
I N/A q: Will all backup information for "Preliminary LDesign and Performance Analysis" be provided?
R: The material contai,.ed in this report
including the appendices represents the
I pcellminary design and performance analys_s.The data was developed for this report,
derlvlng fro_ General Electrlc's experience
I and prior efforts.
'NIA q: What is state of the art in low loss rotary
joints (using TKO1 mode, for example)?R: The state of the art for low loss rotaryJoints in the _OGHz band (Ref. R. Sharkey of
Alpha Corp.) is found in Alpha Industries TRG
Millimeter Wave Products Catalog. A rotaryjoint consists of two TEIO modo
(rectangular) to TE01 mode (circular)
tran_lL_ons each wlth 0.3dE insertion loss.
One TEOl mode filler (0.3dB insertion lossj,
and one TEOI mode rotary Joint (0.3dB
insertion loss).
!
1 21
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Report Page _eneral Electric Response to Comments
: No. _nd Questions by NASA-GSFC
.I
J
N/A C: Show in what way _if any) candidates N, E and
H have been optimized before conducting
tradeoff study against candidate B, the
' baseline
R: The folded optics design employed in N1, M3,
E3 and H1, which allows an effective F/D of 4
! and simultaneously corrects for offset feeding
I effects on the large aperture by a!
compensating effect on the compute: designed
i sub:erie:tot, was developed in a series of
z trade studies on other programs. The
optimized choices on these other programs were L
scaled in size and frequency to allow for
scortn_ in the tradeoff matrix on the present i
program. H2 _s an estimate of the minimum
size configuration to meet the required gain
over the coverase angle. N4 is scaled from
the LES 8 & 9 designs. E1 and E2 are
developed as described in this report to be
minimum size, weight, and power designs to v
meet the gain and coverage requireme.ts. !
N/A C: Comment - monopulse studies should be part of ""
Phase A.
R: Nonopulse was considered in Phase A to the i
extent that it constituted a dlscrlminant !
between candidates. For example, because of _
monopulse requirements, either stacked rotary
Joints must be used or forcing the inclusion "'-
of a pallet.
12 C: Performance parameters derived by GE in their
proposal (and then later rejected by GE)
should be noted #s such. These are
"Commonality wit,,other Spacecraft",
"Communications System InterEace", "New
Developments", "Qual _y Assurance/Test
Requirements".
R: The tradeoff mat:ix was included in the
proposal (Table 2.7.7-2) as "typical". During
the tradeoff process some of the parameters
were eliminated _ncludtn8 "Commonality with
Other Spacecraft", "Communications Software
Interface", "New Developments" and "Quality
Assurance/Test Requirements". These four
parameters had been introduced by General
Electric; i.e., they were not included in the
NASA GSPC Statement of Work.
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I Report Page General Electric Response to Comments
No. _nd Questions by NASA-GSFC
I 12 C: Torque noise is not considered a "minorfactor" especially if TDAS carries laser
communication systems or if Users carry
optical instruments.
) R: "Torque Noise" - i.e., the effect of the
*_' acceleration of the moving portion of the
antenna on the spacecraft system - has now
been added to the tradeoff matrix in response :to this comment. See pages 25 & 27 for
further data on this subject.
16 C: "---or a large F/D ratio is used (M2)"
Elaborate on need for large F/D.
R: Changed (M3) to (M2) on page 16. Dual
_ reflector systems can be shown to have iimproved scan performance to obtain comparable
performance. (number of beamwtdths scanned) i
for a waveguide lens (DSCS 111 design assumed) ia large increase in F/D is required to reduce
phase distortion. The n_ed for large F/D
ratios to scan apertures by feed displacemnt
is well established in theliterature (ref "Scan Limits of Off-Axls Fed _,
Parabolic Reflectors" by A. V. Mrstik, PGAP
Vol. AP-2? # 5, Sept 79, p 647-b5l). _'
I Wavegutde lens designs with inherently large 'i_
scan angle have not been considered since the
required detailed analysis and design effort
I exceeds the scope of this study. ,
17 Q: Should 6 degrees be shown in figure for M3?
Are there missing angles in figure for H_?Spell aperture correctly in all figures.
R: This figure is presented for pictorial
coaparison only. See later figures for actual
I scan angles.
!
!
!
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Report Page General Electric Response to Comments
No. and questions by N&SA-GSFC
18 C: CLari_y "electronic scanning is limited to the
narrow field of view."
R: Electronic scanning is limited to those solid
angles in which a sufficient number of array
elements exhibit adequate element gain. For
hemispherical coverage, an idea], element t
cannot achieve more than 3dB of gain (in
practice Od8 is a very difficult minimum gain
to obtain). Thus, to provide 54dB of &ain,
125,892 ideal elements in a lossless,
perfectly phased array would be needed for
such coverage if mutual coupling problems
could be solved. Thus, for any practical
antenna of very high gain, electronic _anning
is limited to the narrow field-of-vlew
applications, allowing the use of fewer h_gh
gain elements.
24 C: Processc_ Requirements: i
Original specifications called for a dedicated
microprocessor for the antenna system - Phase i
A and 8 shall reflect this. |
Please elaboate on the microprocessor
requirements for each candidate. i
_: The original specification requirement for a
dedicated processor is now being met. Further i
evaluation - as part of Phase B - has shown
the desirability of dedicated processor. The _ ,_
processor requirements w_ll be evaluated in
Phase B for the selected antenna system (B1)
only.
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gB_port Page General Electric Responses to Commnts
No. anC questions by NASA-GSFC
24 Q: Loss: What about aperture efficiency?
Since the beam waveguide employs a beam with
gausstan field distribution - How is feed horn
pattern influenced? - Is special shaping of
the subreflector required to increase overall
aperture efficiency?
b R: How do the 8aussian beam modes affect a
monopulse feed difference pattern?
- For B1 to B4 the aperture effic,ency can
be made about equal by proper _ecd,
sub-reflector, and dish design and
therefore is not a discrimtnant, while it
is not a well defined parameter for many
of the other configurations. In any
event, its effect is fo'md in size,
, weight, power, and complexity impacts.
- The feed horn/beam "vaveguide combination
6 should be designed together with the
sub-reflector and main reflector to
optimize the system. If sub-reflector and
main reflector shaping is desired to
improve aperture efficiency, it can be
done just as if the virtual feed were the
actual horn. In fact, when optical
quality mirrors are used in the beam i
waveguide an optical illusion can be seen
such that the feed appears to be slttlng
in space at the virtual feed location. ')
The effect 9f the beam waveguide on the
monopulse feed difference pattern is
discussed in Appendix B.
24 C: Environment Protection - Please describe
environment extremes and protetive measures.
R: A quantitative description of the environment
extremes for the various candidates is beyond
the scope of this study. With regard to
environment protective measures the candidates
fall into two basic categories; i.e., whether
all the sensitive electronics can be located
inside a fixed, readily controllable portion
of the antenna system or spacecraft or whether
,some or all of the electronics is exposed on
the moving portion of the antenna, thereby
__ exposing it to varying sun incidence angles.
" See _:omments on P. 21 of this apendix for
individual scoring.
125
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Report Page General Electric Response to Commonts
No. and Questions by NASA-GSFC
24 Q: Sidelobe Levels - In your statement concerning
sidelobes, what is meant by the "temporary"
effects and how restrictive are the
operational measures?
B: Temporary _mplies that a problem might exist
during acquisition involvlng a false lock on a
sidelobe. This false lock can be recos._zed
and overridden by operational measures. This
can be done through a ground lank or
autonomously.
25 C: If GE chooses not to raise the weight of
"cost" and include "tolerances" and "torque
noise" as performance parameters - a statement
should be made that "the performance
parameters and their weights were selected at
the technical discretion of General Electric."
R: "Torque Noise" with a weighting factor of 7
has now been included (see p. 24 and 25). The
per£ocmance parameters and their weights were
selected at the technical discretion of
General Electric. i
26 C: Please emphasize: 5 - major strength
I - major weakness
R: Emphasis and scoring example added on p, ?6. ! i
27 C: Please explain the reasons for relative
position of these scores ..... i
R: A revised Phase b Tradeoff Matrix has been
established including the addition of "Torque .....
Noise" and several numerical corrections -
mackod by asterisk (*) - have been added.
Note that the relative ranking of the
candidates was not critically altered by these
corrections - see FiSure F!.
Torque Noise (i.e., the effect of the acceleration of the moving portion
of the antenna on the spaceraft) has been added.
The individual scores were derived from an analysis of the weight oF the
moving portion of the antenna. (Using the inertia of each design would
have been more accurate, but we lack the detail design data to make such
calculations and the relative ranking would not be critically affected).
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I APPLICATION
TDAS ONLY TDAS & USER .,
WEIGHTED iSCORE I
I
[ '400" B1 J 0 B1
_M4
I
I 'I
350 i
E 'I
I
I
0 M3 j BEST 'C
300- 0 B2 I 0 B2
I
i ®B3 I !I
r _
250 I t
B4 t 0 B4M1 I
If, , 1
I ,200 O M2 + HI[ ' i0 E1 i WORST
OE2 I[ ,I ,1150
OE3 I ,- i
Ig ,
I
I00- tI
I
I[ ,
SC I
! ,I
I
I| I __
I
WEIGHTED SCORES OF CANDIDATES
I FIGURE F1 127
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BI B2 B3 B4 HI M7 M3 M4 Et E2 E3 HI
Moving 37 113 41 62 18 18 28.5 28.5 0 0 0 59
Weight (ibs)
Individual 3 I 3 2 4 4 3 3 5 5 5 2
Score
(Weighting Factec : l)
Weighted 21 l 21 14 28 28 21 ?I 35 35 35 14
Score
Slew rate determines maximum torque noise; therefoce, fine electronic scanning of H1
does not improve its score.
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In the following the specific comments/questions relating to p. Z7
_ are covered:
Report Page General Electric Response to Comments
_. Questions by NASA-GSFCNo. _d
27 Q: Roliability: M4• 81I.p
B3< 84
R: - M4 was r_ted higher iv reliability
_ than B1 because N4 ha_ been flown on
_ the LEg 8 & 9 spacecr_Lft, and BI has
not yet flown on a spacecraft.
- B4 was rated higher in reliability _.
than 83 because 60GHz rotary joints
_ are catalog items t_e flexible, !
wavegt, lde is under development and has ,.
"" not yet demonstrated adequate ,_
i perfo_nance over time
e
27 Q: Development Risk: B1 = B3 i
I_ R: - Since there are onl_ five levels,equal numbers are approximate. Both t
B1 and B3 are being developed and are v
assessed equal risk.
27 Q: Cost: B4 - 82_ B3
R: Cost Comparison: The cost of the antenna ":
_. is a function of the overall complexity 'and the difficulty of the technology !
involved. The phased arrays with their
_" high module counts combined with the ._
expense of 60CHz mixers and fillers gives ' _
these approaches the lowest score.
5
T' The complexity of the four ax_s feed i
"" motion in N1 and M2 also rates these two a iSCO_e of 1.
i2 'The dual rotary joints and the larg_ it
cassegrat, high tolerance reflector give
E4 and 82 the next to worst rating !Le •[ ,
The median score of B1, B3, and M3 are due !
to their complexity being intermediate
among the candidates.
Only one candidate has somewhat lower
complexity thar_ the overall group and that
;s M_ where there is only a moving flatplate.
I
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Report Page Genera" _lectric Response to Conmaents
No. anQ.._._: .ions by NASA-GSFC
B_=t _ and B4, in a practical
i' : ....:_tatlon, will require a thermally
.-.=:,".lied pallet while _3, which can only
-. _=_d for limited scan, can employ three
" :ilel flexible waveguidos.
_ q: ;_sL'S/C Impact: Bl > 82_ 83 P B4
Ihe relative impact on the host SIC was
assessed as follows: BI sweeps out the
minimum volume and requires the minimum
woight to be scanned. 82, B3 and B4 are
rated relatively by the size of t'eic
physical apertures, as vehicle surface
area and stowage space available to
antennas is usually in short supply.
77 Q: _n_E_qtg_rationand System Test: BI_> 82
R: The pallet mounted electronics on B2 must
take on differing orientations with
respect to the sun and thus must have heat
pipes in two dimensions. Therefore, there
is only one possible orientation of this
antc,lna in which thermal/vacuum testing
can be done. It thus becomes very
dIECicult to simulate different nun angles
_n test, as the solar simulator does not
move around the thermal/vacuum chamber,
but the spacecraft must be rotat(_. The
81 configuration has the electronics
mounted _o North and/or South oriented
panels of the spacecraft and no heat p_pes
are _equtred. The same is true for M3,
M4, and H1. i
27 Q: Beamwtdth: B1 = B2 = 83 = B4 = 5 !
R: Tho wider the beam the higher t_ the
score. The beamwtdths of Bl and B2 are
the _ame (same aperture and
dlst_butlon). B3 has a beamw_dth only 1
10% smaller and cannot be separated from
B1 and B2 on a scale of _-5. 34, howewr,
should be rated 3 as its beamwidth is 30%
smaller than B1 (see _atrix, P. 27). The
low scores g, to E-Conf_gurations w_th
lar&o aportures and small beamwidths.
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[Report Page Gene=al Electric Res_<)nses to Comments
_" No. and Questions by NASA-_SFC
27 Q: Loss: B1 = B2 : 5; 83 = 2, B4 : 1.
_ Please relate to ' amwidth score. &
R: 82 has its electronics dire, by behind its
=- feed and the beam wa eguide between the
1 virtual feed and the horn on El has
* exhibited a measured loss of less than
0:2dB in breadboard tests..B3 will have
about IdB of additional loss in the
flexible wavegutde if the design goals for
the dielectric flex guide are met. To
• _ako up this loss, the aperture must be
F
! increased by about 10% in diameter and the :
• beamwidth is reduced by 10% as a
consequence The two rotary joints for d4
i with their inter, nnections will rvsult _na loss of about 3.1dB which requires an
increase of more than 30% in aperture
i" diameter.
| 27 Q: Polarization Purlt_ = E1 : E2 = E3 : 1
R: The electronic scanning configurations
require that element patterns be summed
_. well off their peaks (i.e., at the -3 to :
-5dB level); in addition, mutual coupling _'
between horns degrades circt_larity as ali functlon of scan angle.
27 Q: Processor Requirements : El : 4 not 5
_" _: There is a sligh_ penalty tn processor .-
requiroments for R1 because of the
coordinate transformation required by
_- hav_n& the monopulse horn fixed to the
I spacecraft rather _han with respect to t,le i
• antenna _s is the case for 82-84° '
I
|" 27 Q: W.ight and Power
L R: Additional data has been tnc_uued below in
support of the relative scoring position. I
Seo Table Ft for a detailed weight budget I=
f_r configuration Bt nd weight and power
I
scores of all candidates.
Additional information was requested on the relative we!ght dif[erencesof some of the candi_tates. These are supplied b low all compared to the
baseline configuration B1.
[
[
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, TABLE F]
, CONFIGURATION B1 {BF,AMWAVEGUIDE) - WEZGHT 8U_GRT
A£erture Weight (]bsl Power __Watts)
ReCloctor I0.5 -
Insulation 5.__99 -
16.5
HMWa_,e glectronics
Feed .1 -
Monopulse Modulator .8 1.4
Transponder 12.8 27.9
: Local Oscillator 8.8 9.4
Power Conditioner 6.1 7.7
Thermal Control 1._._00 -
29.6 46.4
timbal
Mechanism 20.2 1.4
Thermal Control .__66 4.0
_; 20.8 5.4
Pedcstal L2.5 -
Position Controller 17.9 7.5
91.3 59.3
WEIGHT SCORES.
Actual
Weight (lbs) 97 133 101 122 138 250 115 125 3660 3639 325 167
New Znd_vtdual
Scores 5 4 5 5 4 2 5 4 1 1 1 4
New Weishted
_cores 40 32 40 40 32 16 40 32 8 3 8 32
POWER SCO_KS
Actual I0 I0
Power (Watts) 59 83 64 64 64 64 59 59 117 ll/ 59+ 64
New Individual
Scores 5 2 4 4 4 4 5 5 1 1 1 4
•t Weighted
.j _cotes (XT) 35 14 28 28 28 28 35 35 7 7 i 28P
I
+Power for Phase Shtfters not included
I
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_,_.... ,_, _ __ _ . / • 4 -
BL weight 97.3 Ibs.
:  21.Ielectronics enclosure
, T" - 8.5 pedestal (support only)
_, + 4.8 mechanism (more moving mass)
4 1.1 position controller (more moving mass)
"- + 17.3 electronics thermal control
' 3
t
36.4
TOTAL 132.7 lbs.
J
El weight 97.3
_ + 17.5 dish dia. 69" vs 48" A weight
*' + 7.5 rotary joints, connecting waveguide,
support and thermal control for
_- monopulse.
i
=- 25.0
*_ TOTAL 122.3 lbs.
t
BL weight 97.3
i + 6.0 flat plate (67")a over 48" parabolic !
_ 4 16.5 parabolic ref (48")
+ .5.__2 support structure
' 21.7 !
T" TOTAl. 125.0 lbs.
C B£ weight 97.3
+ 3.6 apertureA over 48" aperture
i + 0._l flex waveguide3.7
I TOTAL I011bs.
[ Assumpt|on
Graphite Epoxy Structure
! _ NIC Electronics
& Electro formed thinwall waveBulde components
_lectronics Hous!n K84 ibs,h
133
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power Differences _B3, B4, X1)
Bi = 59.3 watts
B3 and B4 use an additional 4.7 watts to temperature control monopuls_
assembly as movtn8 antenna.
HL uses 4.7 watts for electrical control of variable power divider
network.
Mi and M2 uses an additional 4.7 watts for thermal control of feed
assemblT.
For the purpose of IX: power assessment each element consists of the
fotlowln8:
BIAS 40dB
D, OdS_ __ TO
P I _ CORPORpTE
FEED
L I HYBRID, _ .
],X i
i I CORPORATE3.5d1_ FEED
FROM CORPORATEFEED
Assumptions:
Power output per module is Insisnlflcant because of larse number of
elements, therefore deslsn is driven by S/N considerations,
!3q
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[
In_ulatlon
30 lbs. '
_, power Condttionin_ !
10,117 watts at 0.1 lb/watt = 1012 lbs. _very optimistic)
Electronics - (Phased Array Elements & Processor)-
.02 lbs/in 3 x 99981 in 3 = 1999.6 lbs.
Thermal Control
2Swill 2 radiation area
1.5 Ibslft 2 (1.5" heat pipe augmented panel)
348.9 x 1.5 = 523 lbs.
" l_qWave Electronics
Transponder 12.8
Local DSC 8.8Pewee Cond 6.l i
Thermal Cont 1.0 i
Enclosure 12.5
41.2 lbs.
_. Total WeiEht E1 - 3660 lbs.
x_
Same as E1 except
ElecLcontcs Ilousin$ -64 lbs.
Small Parboltc Reftector + 3 lbs.69" Par&ool_c Reflector +34 lbs.
Reflector Support Strut. _6.3 lbs.
-20.7 Ibs.
_otal WeiEht E2 - 3639 lbs.
I
[
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Lo Corporate Feed
Fouc layers 0.6dB loss per layer = 2.4dB
44 = 256
IO*LOG(256) = 24.1dB 24.1____dB
Power Division & T,ogs 26.5dB
3.5dBm  26.5=
=30dBm (IW) at 10% elf. or =10 watt DC1256 elements for Lo power
Need 104 sub-lo's to feed 26,569 elements.. 1040 watts DC
Control LoKic and Proces:o_
2 x 64K Redundant Memory 25W
Processor 15W
Buffer Nemo 10W
Buss Drivers 10W
- 53,138 Decoder & Latches
50u watts ea. 3W
63W
Preamplifiers
26,569 x 2 = 53,138
129.8mw IX:per ampllfler
= 6,898 watts
Phase Shifter
26,569 x 2 = 53,138
30row IX: per phaJe shifter
797.0 watts
Tqt__a!
Local Oscillator 1040
Preamplifiers 6898
Phase Shifters 197
Control Logic & Processor 6__33
8798
DC to DC Converter 1320 85% Kff.
lO,1L_ waLLs
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rReport Page General Electric Responses to Comments
No. _nd Questions b_ NASA-GSFC
, . 27 Q: Environment Protection:
B3 = B4 = A then BI : 5
-- All M'_ = 5
All E's = I
R: - The ratings for environmental protection r
are based upon where the sensitive
i" electronics are located (i.e., harde
|, mounted to the spacecraft in a protected
area = 5, while mounted behind the phased
7- _rray feed horns = 1.
• _ - B1 houses all electronics inside a fixed :
pedestal; therefore the rating of 5. 83
and B4 have the monopulse modulator
i" exposed on the moving antenna portion;
i. thus the rating of 4.
- All the M's confine the electronics on
- the fixed enclosure; therefore the ratingof 5.
- The E's have the electronics enclosed;
however, the total volume is large and i
T- dissipates a very large amount of heat !i
_, therefore exposing it to the thermal
r effect of varying sun angles; thus a
_- ratlng of 1.
i "" 33 Q: Include cost estimates used to derive t
scores. Cost factors relative to the
J baseline are acceptable.!
_. R: The relative cost factors are given above in
the comments for p. 21 "Cost Comparison".
T"|.
• |.
,[
[
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Report Page General Electric Responses to Conmmnts
No. and Questions b_fNASA-GSFC
33 Q: Why is power the same for B3, B4, M1, M2,
HI?
What constitutes weight difference between 83
and 84 (yet power is the same).
In B3 is doubling in volume due solely to
aperture diameter change?
Explain derivation thorouKhly: weight and
power for El and E2.
R: Volume Assumptions
83 is not double the volume of 81 ouly
16
1.3 increase is due to 53" vs. 48" aperture.
The other items have been covered under
weight and power (p. 27) above.
34 C: Show diagrams deplctln_ location of
interference regions.
R: An interference study will be conducted
during Phase B.
41 Q: What lengths of wavegulde rr_s were assumed
for B1, 82, B37
WhaL were the losses?
R: For 81 and 82 only a few inches of wavegulde
are needed in the sum channel RF path. For
B3 three parallel wavegulde runs of about 15"
are required, including about 8" of
elliptical flexible dielectric guide, as
well as flex to rigid adapters. The losses ._
for Bl and B2 are less than O.IdB. For B3 i
the loss is estimated at just under 1.0dB.
42 C: Give more details of the flexible wa_eguide
used in establishing the scoring for this
candidate (83) stating characteristics at
60GHz.
R: Flexible waveguides (and rotary joints) for
60GHz have been identified as specific study
topics for Phase B. The preliminary
evaluation was done on the basis of vendor
information (W. L. Core & Associates, Inc) on
dielectric waveguide. The wavegutde is
fabricated from expanded PTFE
(Polytetrafluorethylene). The r:_ er
dielectric constant iS controlled by the void
content in PTFE. This type wavegulde has
been developed to provide an insertion loss
of 2dB/meter includlng the loss in input and
output launcher (at 50GHz).
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Report Page Conceal Electric Responses to Comments
_, No. and NASA-GSFC
questions by
44 C: Give more details of the design of the rotary
joints assumed _, scoring this candidate (B4)stating characteristics at 60GHz.
R: See description at b_sinning of Appendix F.
5? C: Describe lens used to capability of
assess
candidate "M2".
R: The lens used to assess M2 is a square
waveguide design similar in concept to thatemployed on DSC$ III. It is zoned to
minimize its weight. No sophisticated phasc
shtftlnS techniques were assuL:'ed because of
_ the 60GHz frequency.
55 C: Give number and type of robar_ joints
used.R: 3 rotary joints are required for the
pantograph and I two-axis rotary joint for
feed tilt in 2 planes.[ .62 Q: How large is "large enoush"?
Give plate sbability _equirements forcandidate N4.
R: - As in the case of the beam wavesuide, the
flat is in the field of theplate
near
pa_aboloid aperture where the beam can be
shown to be tightly confined. Thus, it
is only necessary to insure that for allplate tilt ansles hat a cylinder
projected parallel to the dish axis from
the dish rim intersects the flat platewith about one wavelengti_ (0.2") extraplate area outside the intersection.
- The plate stability require_ent for the
M4 configuration is twice that _or thebaseline movable paraboloid since the
beam will move two desrees for every
desree of relative motion of the flat
plate.
70 C: Please Kive contract and report number _or
reference 2.
R: Added on p. 70 of main report.
i
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Report Page General Electric Responses to Comments
No. and Questions by NASA-GSFCy
75 C: Please give feed horn dimensions for E3.
R: The feed horns employed in the design of E?
are simple conical feeds radiating the TEll
mode. They are approximately 0.6" in
diameter and 1.5" long.
84 C: " were presented to NASA/GSFC on 23
February 1984. A written draft of _,,e Phase
A report was released March 16, 1984, and
this Phase A final report contains additional
inEormation in response to NASA/GSFC
questions."
R: Included on p. 84 of main report. Also see '
p.4 of main report.
90 Q: "Tw___oolevels of variable power dividers (VPDS)
;, are required with an insertion loss of IdB -_
per level and 12 levels . with insertion
los_ of .2dB per level." Therefore, does
loss equal (2 x I) + (12 x .2) or 4.4d87
R: Correct - Values have been corrected on p. 90
(Appendix A).
99 C: Beam waveguide antenna feed would be more
appropriate.
_. R: Corrected on p. 99 of main report.
113 Q: If R = 6371 Km, then are Users looking
through attenuating atmosphere at 125.96 ° "
and 104.17°?
R: Yes - these an_les represent the extreme _.
angles of tangents to the earth's surface.
Additional Questions
A) _4hat is RNS surface tolerance of reflector (using beam waveguide)?
8) What is aperture efficiency fo proposed 48" diameter parabola? What is
aperture efficiency of 72" parabola of Fisure 8, page llO?
C) What is 3dS beamwldth?
V) Can you point the _ystem within 1/10 of the 3dB beamwldth?
R: These four additional questions imply that the optics for the beam
i wavegulde 60GHz crossltnk antenna already exists. _s pointed out in the -'
; proposal, a well designed IN (or 40") aperture would probably be
' I adequate to meet the 54d8 gain requirement, k 48" baseline was chosen i
I as a conservative approach to allow some margin for error, so that an
< overall antenna efficiency of 45_ could meet the requirements. Tf a
. shaped subreflec=_r and main dish are used, and ±.005" tolerances are :
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I: held, and i{ optimum solar protection is employed, a peak gain of 56dB
Is possible, including losses due to the beam waveguide, monopulse,
polarlzer and mode ad_pter (70% overall antenna efficiency). Dish
I,: shaping and holding such tight tolerances might not turn out to be costeffective for any given application, however.
The half power beamwidth eor the 48" baseline antenna is about 0.3 °.
: Pointing to _.03 ° c&n be done, but It might not be cost e_fective for
a given use. The N&SA specified requirement in the SOW is ±.05 ° .
I_ The following pages of the main report have been updated as a result of theaddition of "Torque Noise" and corrections in weight and power: 25, 27, 2g,
31, 33, 67, 71 and 75.
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